WHICH SOLIDWORKS EDITION DO I NEED?

**COMMERCIAL BUSINESS/ENTERPRISE**

**QUALIFIED RESEARCH INSTITUTE**

**QUALIFIED EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE**

**CONTRACTOR**

**EMPLOYEE**

**INTERN**

**RESEARCHER**

**EDUCATOR**

**STUDENT**

**BUSINESS**

**RESEARCH**

**CLASSROOM LEARNING**

**COURSE WORK**

**COMMERCIAL EDITION**

**RESEARCH EDITION**

**EDUCATION EDITION**

**STUDENT EDITION**

IF YOU ARE: THEN YOU NEED:

- **Employed by a Commercial Business or Enterprise:**
  - **SOLIDWORKS COMMERCIAL EDITION**

- **Working for a Commercial Business or Enterprise, in an Academic Setting:**
  - **SOLIDWORKS COMMERCIAL EDITION**

- **Performing Research Funded by External Sources:**
  - **SOLIDWORKS RESEARCH EDITION**

- **Student/Faculty Using SW for Personal Learning or Academic Purposes:**
  - **SOLIDWORKS EDUCATION EDITION**

- **A Student Using the Software to Complete Assigned Course Work:**
  - **SOLIDWORKS STUDENT EDITION**
What is a Qualified Research Institution?

Qualified Research Institution - A college, university, research laboratory, teaching hospital, non-profit or consortium. Qualified Research Institutions do not include for-profit companies, for-profit research centers, technology incubators, accelerators, non-profit learning centers, museums, public libraries, outreach programs, Fab Labs, maker spaces, hacker spaces or hobby centers.

Can I just use a SOLIDWORKS Education Edition for my Research?

The SOLIDWORKS® Education Edition is ONLY for classroom or laboratory instruction of Qualified Students, or instruction and preparation of courses by Qualified Instructor and cannot be used for Research purposes. Educational Purposes do not include Research Purposes, Commercial Purposes, or Curriculum Development by commercial curriculum developers.

I am a Qualified Researcher at a Qualified Research Institution and am looking to do a side project on my own for commercial purposes. Do I qualify for a Research License?

No, you do not. A Research License can never be used for Commercial Purposes.

I qualify for a Research License. When I leave the research group and move to a different university or location, can I take my Research License with me?

No, you cannot take a license with you. The Research License is purchased through your university and therefore it is the university’s license. Furthermore, the Research License shall be installed/managed only on computers owned or leased by the Qualified Researcher or Qualified Research Institution.

I would like to provide training for the public on campus. Do I qualify for a Research License?

No, you do not. A Research License can never be used for Training Purposes provided to the public even if it is done on campus. You can train students, but not the general public.

RESEARCH LICENSE BENEFITS

- **NO Restrictions** – Enjoy full use without restriction for publications, industry funded projects, IP Transfer, and patent applications
- **NO Educational Watermarks** – No EDU Watermarks are inserted that interfere with IP, license agreements, and spin-offs
- **FULL SolidWorks Compatibility** – Compatibility with the Commercial Version of SolidWorks
- **REDUCED Pricing** – Special pricing means substantial savings over commercial rates, preserving more of your grant award

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

**Educational Purpose** - Classroom or laboratory learning by Qualified Students or instruction or preparation of courses by Qualified Instructors. Educational Purposes may also include Capstone or other student projects if the work is non-proprietary, does not create or transfer Intellectual Property and the results will become part of the public domain. Educational Purposes do not include Research Purposes, Commercial Purposes or Curriculum Development.

**Research Purpose** – Any work where SOLIDWORKS directly contributes to the problem statement, modeling, analysis, outcome or deliverables of a Research Project. Research Purposes do not include Commercial Purposes or Curriculum Development.

**Commercial Purpose** – Professional consulting, hardware production for resale, job shop activities, services performed under a Technical Services Agreement, corporate or government internships, private tutoring or training of anyone other than Qualified Students.

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.